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Yoshitoshi Tsukioka’s 1888-1892 ukiyo-e, tradi-
tional woodblock prints, in the series New Forms 
of Thirty Six-Ghosts use yōkai, supernatural spirits, 
as a political critique about the loss of the Japa-
nese tradition due to the Meiji State’s homogeniz-
ing modern ideology, which emphasized Western 
scientific and rational thought over traditional Jap-
anese beliefs about the supernatural. New Forms 
of Thirty Six-Ghosts expresses a subtle cultural 
critique on the Meiji State’s scientific ideology 
through a use of traditional folklore. This series 
displays a connection between yōkai, supernatu-
ral spirits, and the identity of rural Japanese pop-
ulations. The Meiji State’s attempts at cultural ho-
mogenization were a threat to traditional Japanese 
folk beliefs. Although the Meiji State was interest-
ed in preserving visual Japanese tradition, the gov-
ernment worked to remove beliefs that contradict-
ed Western science and rationality. 
During the Meiji period, 1869-1912, Japan un-
derwent rapid political and cultural changes as a 
result of modernization. The Meiji state feared 
that the West would perceive Japan as uncivilized. 
As a result, the government campaigned against 
rural lower-class supernatural beliefs. The state 
worked to replace tradition with Western scien-
tific thought, while simultaneously attempting to 
create a unified national identity, which involved 
replacing local traditions with new state-approved 
“tradition.” The supernatural and folkloric was 
important to the identity of rural-populations and 
also worked as a subtle critique because it was al-
ready part of tradition. Unlike other artists of the 
time, Yoshitoshi Tsukioka carried on the tradition-
al woodblock printing methods of ukiyo-e as well 
as focusing on traditional subject matter.  
This research was conducted through the examina-
tion of peer-reviewed scholarly journals and aca-
demic books focusing on the politics of the Meiji 
state during the Meiji Restoration, traditional Jap-
anese folklore, and the tradition of art as a political 
critique. The examination of prints of Yoshitoshi 
Tsukioka’s woodblock prints also contributed to the 
connection between folklore, art, and times of cul-
tural and political change.
Yoshitoshi Tsukioka’s use of folklore as visual tradi-
tion in his ukiyo-e, woodblock prints, in the 1888-
1892 series New Forms of Thirty Six-Ghosts is a 
cultural critique on the loss of Japanese traditional 
beliefs resulting from the Meiji State’s homogeniz-
ing modern ideology, which emphasized Western 
scientific and rational thought over supernatural 
folklore beliefs. 
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The goal of this research was to understand if folk-
lore becomes more prevalent among rural low-
er-class populations in times of political strife as a 
representation of cultural identity. The hypothesis 
can be made that folklore is more prevalent among 
rural lower-class populations in times of political 
strife and cultural change because folklore offers 
a platform for anonymous social and political cri-
tique and represents unique cultural identities.
